
Sustainable Internet Architecture

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1 Introduction

The Internet currently plays an important role in our daily lives and its impact continues to grow. But at
the same time, it faces a number of challenges. Numerous research studies on a new Internet architecture
(e.g., [16, 37, 48, 54, 55]) have addressed these challenges from different perspectives. Yet, researchers still
do not have a consistent view on both the new Internet architecture itself and the underlying problems
that motivate it. We look at the Internet architecture and its underlying problems from a higher-level
perspective, considering Internet development not only within the technical domain, but the economic and
social domains as well. From this new perspective, a clear-cut and consistent picture of the underlying
problems shows up. Based on that, we propose a solution — a framework for a new, generalized Internet
architecture that addresses both long and short term development goals. We will design, prototype, and
evaluate core systems that serve as the basis of this framework.
Analyzing Internet development across the technical, economic and social domains, we find that the

problems in the current Internet architecture stem from its lack of sustainability which impedes future de-
velopment. This sustainability problem shows in two aspects: (i) evolvability issues and (ii) the Internet’s
pressure on a set of cultural norms (e.g., cooperation, trust, creativity, economic and social order) that its
development relies on. This is similar to the central problem that traditional sustainable development tries
to solve: economy development imposes pressure on the natural and social environments but also relies on
them.
On the one hand, the current Internet does not have sufficient evolvability to keep upwith new demands

of services that run on it. Evolution of the Internet is driven by these demands and is expected tomeet them.
For example: (i) There is no effective countermeasures against distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks,
which prevents many good service ideas from being applied in practice. (ii) There is a long anticipated
demand for quality of service (QoS), but it is still far from being met due to architecture restraints.
On the other hand, the Internet imposes increased pressure on the social environment, i.e., a set of cul-

tural norms upon which its development depends. We argue that the current Internet architecture does
not provide leverage points, by which we can direct Internet services to evolve in a sustainable way. In
particular, we should be able to make Internet services improve those cultural norms, or at least not dete-
riorate the norms if unable to improve them. For example: (i) Global cooperation among service providers
is an essential element for Internet development, but a design dogma today is that we are better off not
assuming service providers’ willingness to cooperate. Can we find any leverage points to cultivate global
cooperation? (ii) Copyright issue is another example of the norms. Copyright infringing objects (video,
audio, software) exist in large quantities on the Internet yet there is no effective countermeasure. As a side
effect, content pollution becomes justified in many cases, although it is annoying most of the time. (iii) The
Internet’s pressure on economic and social order as well as human mental experience keeps increasing. As
an example, Internet addiction becomes a non-trivial social issue.1

We argue that we can address both aspects by adding proper controllability and a semantics aware prop-
erty to the Internet architecture. The controllability does not restrain freedoms; it instead fosters a higher
extent of freedom resulting from advanced flexibility and functionality provided by the new architecture.
A semantics aware property makes the entire architecture (from the highest to the lowest layer) evolvable
based on service level semantics. To support the controllability and semantics aware property, we introduce
four leverage points: identity, standards, incentives, and auditing. The four leverage points work in synergy,
forming the base of our framework of a new, generalized Internet architecture.
Our framework adapts and applies basic principles of the traditional sustainable development [26]. We

find not only that these principles are well suited in the Internet context but also they tend to work better in
this new context. Most surprisingly, applying them to the Internet context can potentially create priceless
products that lead to fundamental innovations for the entire technical, economic, and social development.
A typical example of such products is the improvement of common human values and social trusts, which

1According to [4], more than one out of eight Americans exhibits signs of Internet addiction. The biggest culprit of Internet addiction
is not online pornography, games, and gambling as some people think, but ordinary services such as email, online chatting, and
shopping.
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is the key to solve many problems that are currently unsolvable by technical means.
We will deploy our research at two levels. At one level, we will perform in-depth evaluation of our

framework and principles that will be introduced in Section 3. We will evaluate our theories by comparing
with related work across computer science, economics, sociology, and law. The goal is to show in detail
how our solutions can satisfy or reconcile with related design criteria, how our systems can potentially
solve currently unsolvable problems across technical, economic, and social domains. At another level, we
will design and prototype four core systems that are basic for the proposed framework:

1. A distributed announcement database system, which is a fundamental infrastructure that makes possible
many other systems in our framework. This system is designed to announce authoritative information
to public. It is a key to implement a scalable identity authentication architecture that we propose.

2. A global platform that facilitates network performance auditing. This platform provides a common infras-
tructure that collects network auditing information from different administrative domains, processes it,
solves disputes, and disseminates results to proper targets (including the public).

3. A semantics aware network prototype, which explores the proposed idea of introducing a semantics aware
property to the Internet architecture in depth. This prototype addresses concrete design considerations
of capturing and processing application level semantics at network layer in an efficient way.

4. A unified incentive system, which is essential to address incentives for individual users to cooperate and
apply sustainable practices. This system maintains a profile for each user based on globally agreed
standards and binds the profile to the user’s permanent identity. The system also ties all Internet services
together to form unified incentives such that it maximizes the effectiveness of incentive mechanisms.

How we fit into a larger overall architectural framework. While unique in its goals, methods, and, we
hope, significance, our project is not and isolated effort detached from the rest of the networking community
and FIND projects: our identity-based-capability solution relates to capabilities as well as host identity and
address schemes. Unlike other capability solutions, e.g., [51, 55], our solution does not rely on any routing-
or link-level assumptions. It works totally independent of routing, thereby allowing maximum flexibility
for routing architectures and address schemes. Our solution adopts permanent identity instead of using
temporary ones as most host identity schemes do. Moreover, our solution ties all services together with a
unified identity. These two distinct features make our identity solution not only work well for capability,
but also capable of serving as an effective threat against misbehavior, due to fear of consequences.

Broader impact. This research will make significant and fundamental contributions not only within tech-
nical domain surrounding the Internet, but also on the entire technical, economic, and social development.
Within the technical domain, we are bringing about innovative insights on applying principles and expe-
rience of the traditional sustainable development to solve the Internet’s fundamental problems. Moving
beyond the technical domain, our research will expose the great feasibility to exploit technical means of the
Internet to foster non-technical solutions (that demand change in human values or ideas of morality), which
are keys to a number of currently unsolvable problems across technical, economic, and social domains.

2 Background

2.1 Sustainable Development

Our research learns and applies basic ideas and experiences from the traditional sustainable development
of the last three decades [26]. We find most principles in that area can be directly applied to the Internet
context. Moreover, these principles tend to work better in this new context. In this section, we introduce the
background of sustainable development. To avoid ambiguities, we use the abbreviation SusEco to denote
the traditional sustainable development (that relates to economy and ecosystem), and use the term SusInet
to denote sustainable development in the Internet context.

2.1.1 Basic Principles

It is increasingly recognized that we need to achieve sustainable development— development that not only
improves economic goals, but also advances social and environmental well beings simultaneously. Until
the 1980s, the overwhelming opinion was that there were inevitable and fundamental trade-offs among the
three. However, progress in the SusEco domain in the last three decades has shown the feasibility to achieve
a win-win-win goal by better balancing the short- and long-term needs and government leadership.
The following are five well known SusEco principles: 1. “Business is good for sustainable development and
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sustainable development is good for business.” Business is a part of the sustainable development solution, while
sustainable development is an effective long-term business growth strategy. 2. “Good governance is needed to
make business a part of the solution.” Good governance provides solution to conflicts arising from the inter-
action between the short-term pressure induced by businesses’ financial goals and the emerging principles
of sustainable development. 3. “Access to markets for all supports sustainable development.” Sustainable devel-
opment is best achieved through open, transparent, and competitive global markets. 4. “Cooperation beats
confrontation.” Sustainable development challenges are huge and require contributions from all parties —
governments, businesses, civil societies, and international bodies. Confrontation puts the solutions at risk.
Cooperation and creative partnerships foster sustainable development. 5. “Thinking locally, acting globally.”
While there is much we can do locally, action is also needed at the global level. There is an inevitable need
for nations to collaborate to solve common problems.
The concept of SusInet is very similar to SusEco if we treat the set of culture norms that Internet de-

velopment affects (but also relies on) as the counterpart of the social and environmental well beings in
SusEco. We can apply all the five SusEco principles to SusInet. Principle 1 points out basic incentives and
necessity for ISPs and IT corporations to conduct SusInet practices. Principle 2 validates our approach to
introduce government involvement into our solution. Principle 3 is the reason why we should emphasize the
market-based approach for the government’s role in guiding businesses. Principle 4 corresponds to a general
solution to SusInet, the Pyramid process (Section 3.4). Principle 5 is straightforward due to Internet’s global
nature. However, in this research we will focus on local acts of nations.

2.2 Distinct Features of the Internet

The Internet has three distinct features: (i) Global nature. Internet provides global connection all over the
world. (ii) Fast service evolution. Services on the Internet evolve much faster than the traditional business.
(iii) Fast information dissemination speed. The Internet provides the fastest way to disseminate information
— in particular, information that can attract interest of the majority. These distinct features create a specific
environment which differs a lot from that of the traditional business. Such differences provide both extra
challenges and opportunities to conduct sustainable development in the context of the Internet. We argue
that the opportunities surpass the challenges.
Challenges. One of the largest challenges for the Internet is the difficulty to enforce the law, which compli-

cates the enforcement of the social norms and order that the Internet needs. This is due to both the complex
nature and the fast evolution pace of Internet services, which make cyber-law enactment unable to keep up
with. Even if the law enactment were responsive, its efficacy could be limited if the majority, or at least a
large percent of users, violate the law. Meanwhile, it could take a long time to popularize new laws such
that the majority comply with them. Another major challenge is that Internet based businesses face more
severe short-term pressure than traditional businesses, and such pressure could last long. This is due to both
the more fierce competition resulting from the relaxed geographic restrictions and a higher probability that
“early birds” can form a long-term global market dominance.
Opportunities. However, the Internet (in particular its fast information dissemination speed and global

nature) provides good opportunities to address the above challenges. In addition, the Internet can signif-
icantly facilitate the implementation of the basic sustainable development principles. For example: (i) We
can accelerate the popularization of laws and standards via passive and active learning mechanisms. (ii) We
can enforce laws and standards globally (within each nation) by adding new features (Section 3.3) to the
Internet. (iii) We can build an effective unified incentive system on the globally connected Internet. (iv) We
can facilitate a general solution to the sustainable development (both SusEco and SusInet contexts), i.e.,
Pyramid process (Section 3.4), by building an Internet platform to foster this process.

3 Framework and Principles

Here we describe our framework and design principles of a new Internet architecture towards the sus-
tainable development goal. At a high level, we address sustainability by adding proper controllability and
a semantics aware property to the Internet architecture. We define two types of controllability: (i) High level
controllability, which is the controllability of the sustainable development, i.e., the ability to direct Internet
development to follow sustainable approach. (ii) Low level controllability, which is the controllability of the
Internet access. The current Internet is an access-by-default network, i.e., access is permitted by default. We
address the low level controllability by adding a global access-on-request network, i.e., access is denied by
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default to the Internet. Complementing efforts of others, e.g., [13, 51, 55], our key contribution is a general-
ized approach to deploy such a system at a nationwide scale. The semantics aware property means that all
evolvable parts (that evolve as a result of new service level semantics) of the network architecture are able
to capture related service level semantics. We achieve both the low level controllability and the semantics
aware property by introducing a new network model (Section 3.1).
The high level controllability is the core of our framework. We address it by introducing four critical

leverage points: identity (Section 3.2), standards, incentives, and auditing (Section 3.3). The four leverage
points work in synergy, forming the base of our framework. Identity is a key to implementing our access-
on-request network and is also the premise to build a unified incentive system, in which we bind extensive
information of a user to her identity. Standards exploit the semantics aware property and are the key to
directing Internet evolution. We recognize that both enforcement and enactment of new standards are non-
trivial tasks. We exploit incentive mechanisms and auditing to help enforce standards. And we use identity
as an ultimate weapon of enforcement. For standards enactment, we take advantage of the Pyramid process.

3.1 Network Model

Abstract Structure of theNew Internet. Figure 1 depicts the structure of the new Internet architecture that
we propose. As shown in the figure, we are adding an access-on-request network to complement today’s
access-by-default Internet. The access-on-request and access-by-default networks are logically separate
networks which only merge at edges via end users (end users can choose to use a service on the new access-
on-request network, or to use a counterpart service on the old access-by-default network). The access-on-
request network consists of two separate planes: the data plane and the administration plane. The data plane
is where user traffic is actually transferred. The administration plane provides centralized administration
(backed by a single trusted third party — government) for the data plane. The data plane is further divided
into the edge part and the transit part. The edge part performs access control and processes semantics by
contacting the administration plane. The transit part is responsible for routing. Although it can contact
the administration plane as well, our access-on-request solution does not rely on such communication.
This allows the maximum flexibility for routing architecture deployment (any implementation would be
acceptable, e.g., any routing mechanisms or multiple routing architectures in parallel).

Administration Plane. The administration plane is controlled by a single trusted third party, which is
supposed to be a government body. The adminstration plane provides three basic services: (i) Identity au-
thentication, which is the fundamental service that brings about the access-on-request network and is subject
to be used massively. Therefore, its scalability is a major design concern. In Section 4.1.2, we will elabo-
rate our solution to providing high scalability of this service. (ii) Unified incentive system, which supports
aforementioned critical leverage points. It gives individual users incentive to comply with standards. It is
also essential for motivating the public to help in auditing. (iii) Distributed announcement database, which is
designed to announce authoritative information to public.

Identity Based Capability and Keeping State. Our framework exploits capability [10, 35, 51, 55] to imple-
ment the access-on-request network. To access the network, a user must first acquire a capability, which
is issued based on her permanent user identity (Section 3.2). Such identity based capability solution makes
keeping state (at network devices) become readily feasible.2 The network design therefore benefits from ex-

2Currently, denial of service (DoS) attacks pose a significant threat to network devices that keep state. In our framework, we can apply
identity based rate-limiting to effectively counter DoS attacks and exploit appropriate solution (e.g., [35]) to solve the bootstrap issue
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traordinary flexibility. One essential case is the design flexibility of control information. For example: (i)
We can easily support variable length or long control information, which is problematic in the current Internet.
(ii) We can safely use out-of-band channels (which are separate from, but associated with, the data chan-
nels) to transfer control information. (iii) We can significantly improve the processing efficiency of control
information by amortizing its overhead across entire service sessions.

New Network Layer. To support sustainability, we introduce a new layered model for our access-on-
request network. As shown in Figure 2, this new model is adapted from the TCP/IP model by revising the
network layer. The new network layer has three distinct features: (i) Semantics aware. It is aware of service
level semantics (i.e., abstract application layer semantics) and handles traffic based on it. (ii) Bidirectional
extensibility. It provides good extensibility in both upward and downward directions. The TCP/IP model
instead only supports good extensibility in the upward direction. A typical example of the downward
extensibility in our model is that it can easily upgrade the network routing architecture and its underlying
data link infrastructure; it can even support multiple routing architectures working in parallel. (iii) Dual
Layers. It integrates both the transport layer and the network layer of the TCP/IP model. This necessarily
results from the semantics aware property. The new network layer is divided into four sublayers:

• The intermediate (network-I) sublayer defines abstract and immutable network layer primitives (network-I
primitives) that are generally applicable to all higher level semantics and lower level infrastructures.

• The upward adaptation (network-U) sublayer adapts network-I primitives to service specific protocols. It
also defines additional protocols to meet new demands of evolving application layer services.

• The downward adaptation (network-D) sublayer adapts network-I primitives to protocols specific to dif-
ferent lower level infrastructures (i.e., routing architectures) based on service level semantics.

• The semantics and maintenance (network-S) sublayer provides a common and compact interface (i) to con-
vey application layer semantics to lower layers in an efficient way and (ii) to support network-wide
maintenance functionalities (management, fault diagnosis, measurement, etc).3

Such division decouples the network layer’s variant part (subject to evolve) from its invariant part (evolves
very slowly, nearly immutable). The variant part includes the network-U, network-D, and network-S sub-
layers while the invariant part is the network-I sublayer. The decoupling helps to ensure good evolvability.
A central criteria to implement the variant part is making it globally upgradable, e.g., all routers can upgrade
specific software components consistently. In our framework, we leverage standards, incentives, and auditing
to enforce the global upgradability. However, we may also try certain innovative network solution (e.g., the
“active network” proposed in [48]) to help achieve the global upgradability.

Network Layer Metadata. The network layer metadata are control information (out-of-band typically) as-
sociated with each user service session. They play a similar role as the TCP and IP headers in the TCP/IP
model, but in a much more comprehensive way. One distinct and fundamental functionality of the meta-
data is to carry semantics and maintenance information being processed at network devices. The metadata
are crucial for the semantics aware property and the high level controllability of our proposed architecture.

3.2 Identity

Identity is a key to our access-on-request solution. We use identity based capability to control network
access. We introduce two forms of identity: user identity and data identity. Capabilities are issued via
identity authentication which mandatorily inspects user identity and optionally checks data identity.

User Identity. A capability is issued based on a user’s permanent identity, which is the same for all ser-
vices on the access-on-request network. This permanent user identity is issued and managed by a single
trusted third party — identity authority (a government body). The user identity is also the premise for us to
build user profiles such that we can apply effective incentive mechanisms.
A practical user identity solution is crucial for our framework. To this end, we propose a comprehensive

solution of user identity, as we will introduce in Section 4.1.2. This solution can provide a scalable identity
authentication service capable of being accessed massively across the network (although authentication

of capability. In addition, with fear of consequences enhanced by traceable user identity, DoS attacks are fundamentally deterred.
3As pointed out in [12, 14, 29]: (i) the difficulty of network management today is partially attributed to too many details exposed
by heterogeneous infrastructures and diversified protocols at different layers; (ii) fault diagnosis can benefit a lot from correlating
diversified elements at different layers. The network-S sublayer provides a common and compact interface that can significantly
reduce complexities resulting from the ever-evolving data plane.
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data are under centralized administration). Meanwhile, it implements the permanent user identity without
compromising user privacy. In addition, this solution bears strong resilience to identity theft.

Data Identity. In addition to user identity, we propose data identity, in which each data object is assigned
a unique identity. This allows services to perform data-object-based authentication in addition to user-
based authentication. We can assign each newly created data object a new data identity. This data identity
encodes (i) the identity of the user who creates the object, (ii) the length, and (iii) the digital fingerprint
of the data object. The length and the digital fingerprint encode unique properties of the object such that
we can verify the consistency between the data identity and the object. The data identity also includes a
digital signature granted by the identity authority which helps to verify the integrity of the above three
components. Prior to creating the signature, the identity authority verifies (via identity authentication) that
the user who is requesting the signature is the same person as the user encoded in the data identity.

3.3 Standards, Incentives, and Auditing

In order to guide Internet users (both individuals and businesses) to behave well, we need methods that
can evaluate and respond to users’ behavior in a qualitative and quantitative way, as a cyber law does.
However, as pointed out in Section 2.2, a cyber law can not keep up with the fast evolution pace of Internet
services. Therefore, we need a more responsive solution. In addition, at a high level, we need a mechanism
to guide Internet evolution in the right direction.

Standards. We introduce standards to address both the above issues. (i) At the low level, standards work
as “responsive cyber laws.” Standards enforce users to behave well in a more relaxed way than a cyber law
does. Rather than addressing how to punish violations, standards emphasize on how to encourage and
reward good behavior. Although standards also define penalties for violations, they are usually simply
the deduction of benefits. Therefore, standards can be enacted more tentatively. We can introduce more
tentative clauses to standards. If undesired side effects show up, the standard can be modified, suspended,
or even canceled. (ii) At the high level, standards bring about new protocols that reach global agreements
among service providers. In this way, standards facilitate controlled Internet evolution. Standards can
be enacted through the Pyramid process (Section 3.4), which ensures both the comprehensiveness (to be
globally agreed upon) and the responsiveness requirement of new standards.

Incentives. Incentives are a central topic of sustainable development (for both SusEco and SusInet). Nei-
ther businesses nor individual users spontaneously follow the sustainable practices. (i) To address in-
centives for businesses, we directly apply a central guideline of SusEco — introducing government in-
volvement and having government focus on the market-based approach to motivate businesses to follow
sustainable practices. In SusEco, such practices are to address economic development’s pressure on natu-
ral resources and environment; in SusInet, such practices are to address Internet development’s pressure
on a set of culture norms that Internet development itself also relies on. Rather than direct intervention,
government provides incentives and market signals, e.g., via subsidies and levies, for businesses to conduct
sustainable practices. (ii) To address incentives for individual users, we adapt the market-based approach
for businesses to create a version that can be applied to individual users, i.e., the unified incentive system.
The unified incentive system motivates users to follow standards and to contribute.

Auditing. Auditing is the method to verify whether a user’s or a network device’s behavior complies
with the standards. The ideal way of auditing is that we can both detect and provide irrefutable evidences
for compliance with and violation of the standards. However, this could be extremely hard to implement in
practice due to various difficulties: (i) auditing without infringing on users’ privacy and data confidential-
ity; (ii) auditing without introducing too much overhead and cost; (iii) auditing without losing generality
(e.g., make an audit method compatible with different routing mechanisms and path properties). In our
framework, we relax the concept of auditing and focus more on auditing compliance than auditing vio-
lations. We exploit incentives to encourage the majority of users to comply with and to cooperate with
auditing. We can use identity as an ultimate weapon to threat and to counter the minority that violate the
standards. In addition, we enable the public to audit government such that we can quickly detect and
respond to any government (intentional or unintentional) wrongdoings and prevent the abuse of power.
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3.4 The Pyramid Process

The Pyramid process (Chapter 23 of [26]) is a multi-stakeholder engagement process that is especially
suitable to address the huge challenges of sustainable development: (i) Sustainable development requires
contributions from all parties — governments, business, civil societies and international bodies. (ii) It cre-
ates unprecedented demands for learning, thinking, planning and decision-making. (iii) Initiatives seeking
to promote sustainability are often doing so under a sense of time urgency, with limited resources; we do
not have time or money to waste on suboptimal solutions or difficult-to-achieve agreements.
The Pyramid process supports group learning, planning, and decision processes. In addition, it can

produce, as a purposeful by-product, improved levels of interdisciplinary understanding and innovative
thinking. We apply the Pyramid process to the SusInet context. On one side, the Pyramid process helpswith
the enactment of standards. It ensures that new standards reach global agreements among service providers
and other entities. Meanwhile, it guarantees that the process meets the responsiveness requirement of
standards. On the other side, Internet can provide efficient platforms to help the Pyramid process; and
progress in SusInet can improve the effectiveness of such platforms (by adding proper controllability).

4 Research Agenda

We will design and prototype four core systems crucial for the proposed framework: (i) the distributed
announcement database infrastructure of the administration plane and systems derived from it; (ii) a
common platform that collects and disseminates network auditing information; (iii) a prototype of the
semantics-aware network; and (iv) a basic version of the unified incentive system. These systems (or some
of their sub-systems) can even be directly applied to the current Internet to benefit services, e.g., a p2p or a
social network. The only difference from applying them to the new access-on-request network is that they
are applied at the service level for specific businesses instead of working at the network level globally to
benefit everyone and every service.

4.1 Distributed Announcement Database Centric Infrastructures

The distributed announcement database (DAD) is designed to announce authoritative information to the
public. It is a core service of the administration plane, from which many other basic services can effectively
be derived. Figure 3 depicts a use of the DAD in the case of the identity authentication architecture, which
is fundamental for our access-by-request solution. In this case, the DAD is the key to the scalability of iden-
tity authentication. It replicates authentication data (e.g., of all clients subscribed to the access-on-request
network nationwide) from a central database of the identity authority (a government body) to a large num-
ber of identity authority’s agents. Edge routers therefore can perform identity authentication distributedly
by contacting these agents. One subtlety of data replication in this case is that for those confidential au-
thentication data, we replicate a hashed version to each agent’s database instead of the original data. In this
way, we achieve scalability through large scale replication without compromising security. Based on this
identity authentication architecture, we can further develop a very useful system — a common interface
for real name systems of businesses. This system builds upon the identity authentication architecture by
adding a real name system service interface at each identity authority’s agent. Authorized businesses then
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can import proper information from this interface to their servers such that they can manage customers and
build user profiles efficiently. Below, we first introduce our research plan for a more generalized version
of the DAD infrastructure. Then, we describe the aforementioned two systems derived from the DAD, the
identity authentication architecture and the real name system interface, in more detail.

4.1.1 A Basic Version of DAD

A Common DAD. We will first design a framework for a general purpose DAD infrastructure by ad-
dressing its basic functionality — to implement large-scale replication of authoritative data across agents
(i.e., authorized entities that hold replicated versions of data). This includes the following design consider-
ations: How to effectively flood data across agents by exploiting the single-trusted-third-party nature and
what is the appropriate flooding structure? What is the proper format of each data unit to be flooded? What
is the common format of control information? What are the basic data manipulation operations (for both
individual data entry and bulk data) of the DAD and how to implement them?
We will study these questions by considering all possible uses of the DAD. Indeed, many important sys-

tems and services can be built on the DAD. For example, (i) The DAD is essential to our proposed identity
authentication architecture (Section 4.1.2), which can perform user-based and object-based authentication;
(ii) Based on the DAD, we can build an efficient platform for announcing network audit information to
public (Section 4.2); (iii) The DAD can help to build a unified incentive system (Section 4.4), allowing the
public to access a user’s qualification information; (iv) We can use the DAD to implement a global seed
distribution service, which is the key to enable an approach proposed in [35] that can solve the bootstrap
issue4 of capability.
Our goal here is to design a basic framework of the DAD that is compatible for all possible uses of the

DAD. Actually, the above examples exhibit very different subtleties of possible uses. For instance, example
(i) requires that the data replication process is able to additionally ensure data confidentiality; example (ii)
and (iv) require the support of more dynamic data; example (ii) and (iii) additionally call for the support of
data “writing” from potentially a large number of authorized entities.

Announcing Agents’ Public Keys. The DAD is designed to announce authoritative data. To this end,
each agent of the DAD is assigned a public and private key pair by authority (the single trusted third
party) such that the public can verify the authenticity of each agent through digital signature. Therefore, it
is essential to have a mechanism that can announce agents’ public keys in an authoritative way.
We will design, implement, and evaluate a protocol for such a key announcement mechanism. The

protocol will be build on the DAD infrastructure itself. Its design will learn from digital certificate solutions
that already exist on the Internet. The main design consideration is how to efficiently revoke previously
announced public keys. The goal of this protocol is to achieve both high efficiency and strong robustness
for key announcement and revocation.

4.1.2 Scalable Identity Authentication Architecture

Based on the basic version of DAD, we will derive an identity authentication architecture that can serve
identity authentication requests massively. This research includes two parts: (i) an identity solution that
satisfies several basic design criteria of identity and (ii) a large-scale replication mechanism for confidential
authentication data, which is built upon the DAD infrastructure.

Identity Solution. We propose an identity solution that satisfies the following basic design criteria:

• Unified Identity. Each user is assigned a permanent identity that is used for all services. This unified
permanent identity can serve as an effective threat against misbehavior due to fear of consequences
(access to all services could be affected). The unified identity also makes possible a unified incentive
system that encourages users to comply and to contribute.

• Use Single Trusted Third Party. Our unified identity solution uses a single trusted third party, an identity
authority (a government body), which manages identity and authentication related data.

• Routing Independent Capability. Network access capabilities are issued based on a user’s identity. Our
capability scheme allows the maximum freedom in the design of routing architecture by making capa-
bilities totally independent of network routing.

4An axiom [10] for capability-based solutions is that they rely on non-capability-based solutions for their bootstrap, i.e., to establish the
capability. Recent research [35,51] has given good solutions for this bootstrap issue.
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• Retain Privacy. Our identity solution provides traceability of user identity by the identity authority.
Meanwhile, it also ensures that user identity is untraceable by unprivileged users. Here “untraceable”
means: (i) unresolvable, i.e., a user’s real identity is not resolvable; (ii) undistinguishable, i.e., unable to
distinguish whether two observed identities belong to a same user.

• Address Identity Theft. Our solution addresses identity theft in the following way: (i) A stolen identity can
be easily reclaimed by its owner. (ii) We reduce the impact of identity theft by restricting the negative
impact on its owner if it happens. (iii) We provide proper mechanisms to allow users to quickly detect
identity theft and respond to it. The quick response is desirable because it can effectively help to mitigate
many kinds of misbehavior on the Internet that rely on identity masquerading.

Large-Scale Replication of Confidential Authentication Data. Using single trusted third party signifi-
cantly simplifies the management of identity and authentication related data. But it also raises scalability
challenges for identity authentication which is supposed to support massive requests in our framework. To
solve this, we can perform large-scale replication of authentication data. Such replication mechanism can
be built on the DAD infrastructure. Its main design consideration is to retain privacy of identity and au-
thentication related data. We can exploit cryptographic hash functions and the pair of public-private keys
assigned to each agent to address this issue. We replicate a hashed copy to an agent instead of the original
data. Each agent receives a different hashed version seeded by its assigned keys. In this way, each agent
can independently perform identity authentication without knowing the original data and replicated data
on one agent is totally useless elsewhere.
We will design and implement both the large-scale replication mechanism and a corresponding iden-

tity authentication protocol between agents and end users. We will evaluate their scalability and security
resilience quantitatively via emulation and Internet based experiments.

Implementation Highlights. Here we introduce our implementation scheme for both the identity solu-
tion and the large-scale replication mechanism. Due to space limits, we only highlight the critical points.
PID and TID. The identity authority issues each user a permanent identity (PID) through registration.

Along with the PID, the identity authority also issues a number of secret codes (SEC) to the user, each SEC
is corresponding to a day. Both the PID and the SEC are stored on a small hardware device — network
passport (N-pass). To access the Internet, a user plugs her N-pass into the computer. The N-pass helps
her computer to generate temporary identities (TID), which are used for authentication. The relationship
between TID and PID can be represented by Equation (1). Such an implementation makes the observed
identity, TID, be untraceable by unprivileged users while resolvable by the identity authority.

{

TID = f (PID, time, seeds, PubKey)
PID = g(TID, time, seeds, PriKey)

(1) VC = v(TID, SEC) (2)

PubKey, PriKey: the public, private key pair of the identity authority.
f : a function to generate TID from PID. g: a function to resolve PID
from TID. seeds: any commonly known parameters (e.g., service type).

v: a commonly known hash function.

Authentication. To perform authentication, we require the user to supply a verification code (VC) along
with the TID. The VC is computed based on the user’s SEC, which is only known by the user herself and
the identity authority. The method to generate VC is represented by Equation (2). Upon receiving the TID
and VC, the identity authority first resolves the user’s PID, which in turn helps to retrieve the user’s SEC.
Then it verifies the VC by regenerating a VC the same way as the owner does.
Address Identity Theft. To address identity theft, we can embed a clock into the N-pass. Using the clock,

we can enforce that the stored SEC for a specific day can be accessed only on that day (i.e., impossible to
access in advance). This effectively reduces the risk of leaking SECs. In addition, if the N-pass itself is
stolen, the identity owner can easily reclaim her N-pass via the identity authority by changing her SECs.
Large-scale Replication.We transfer to each agent the following data: PID and SEC of all users, the private

key (PriKey) of the identity authority. Meanwhile, we address security issue by exploiting cryptographic
hash functions. First, we have the identity authority generates a public and private key pair (PubKeyi,
PriKeyi) for each agent, i. Second, we modify Equations (1) and (2) to Equations (3) and (4) respectively.
Third, we disseminate the following data to each agent i: PIDi and Vi(SEC) of all users, G(PriKeyi), and Vi.

{

TID = f (PID, time, seeds, PubKeyi)
PIDi = g(TID, time, seeds,G(PriKeyi))

(3)

{

VC = v(TID, SEC)
Vi(VC) = v(TID,Vi(SEC))

(4)

G, Vi: cryptographic hash functions.
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When a user generates a TID for authentication, she uses the public key of an agent (PubKeyi) instead
of that of the identity authority (PubKey). Each agent stores a hashed copy of user identity (PIDi) and it is
resolvable from the TID by using a hashed version of private key (G(PriKeyi)). The way a user generates
a verification code (VC) remains the same (first line of Equation (4)). Each agent stores a hashed copy of
secret codes (Vi(SEC)), based on which it can check the validity of verification codes (using the second line
of Equation (4)), thereby authenticating the user. In this way, we achieve to replicate authentication data
without compromising security. Authentication data stored by one agent is useless for other agents (can
neither resolve nor distinguish user identities).

4.1.3 A Common Interface for Real Name Systems

For purposes such as management and personalized services, businesses often prefer to use real name sys-
tems— one account per user, user identity traceable by authority, partial user information (e.g., age, gender)
resolvable. To this end, we propose to design a common interface provided by the identity authentication
architecture that serves authorized businesses to build their real name systems.
We will design, implement, and evaluate a protocol for this common interface. Our work will focus

on the implementation subtleties of this interface as a practical business service. A business can import a
hashed copy of its clients’ authentication data through this interface. The business can also import partial
user information and use this information in an authorized way. The authorization of a business’s real
name system can be easily suspended, revoked (if it violates the authorization agreement), and resumed.
Impacts of a business’s misbehavior should be limited. In addition, the identity authentication architecture
should effectively protect a business’s privacy for its customer information.

4.2 Network Auditing Information Platform

A basic design guideline of auditing in our framework is that methods to audit network transit part, i.e.,
routing architectures, should focus on network performance auditing. To facilitate such auditing methods,
we propose to design a common platform that collects and disseminates network auditing information, i.e.,
authoritative performance measurement results. Consequently, the design of each specific auditing method
can simply focus on how to measure and audit each specific performance metric (e.g., packet loss, delay,
outage, capacity, or available bandwidth). While the common platform will take care of most of the rest
parts: (i) Where and how to collect raw measurement and auditing results? (ii) Where and how to generate
authoritative measurement results from raw ones? (iii) How to reach arbitration for disputes among results
from different administrative domains? (iv) How to archive evidences for both resolved and unresolved
disputes? (v) What kind of auditing information, and how, to disseminate to the public?

4.2.1 Quasi Real Time DAD for Network Auditing Information

One essential part of this platform is a specific DAD system that can announce authoritative network audit-
ing information in a quasi real time manner. End users therefore can acquire recent network performance
information from this system. The system only keeps data of a recent period of time such that its data
amount is relatively bounded. Storage space for outdated data will be reclaimed for fresh data.
We can derive this system from the basic version of DAD by adding enhanced features that support the

very dynamic auditing information. Themain design consideration includes two aspects: (i) How to design
an effective data scheme for the auditing information such that we can minimize dissemination overhead?
(ii) How to design an efficient dissemination scheme to deliver auditing information across this quasi real
time DAD infrastructure to endpoints that really (or potentially) want it, avoiding unnecessary delivery?

4.2.2 Information Feed-in System

Figure 4 describes the structure of this auditing information platform. As it shows, another essential part
of this platform is an information feed-in system that collects raw measurement results, processes them, and
prepares authoritative results to be disseminated. Raw measurement results are collected by auditors, which
are machines administered by a single trusted third party. Each administrative domain reports measure-
ment results to a (or several) designated auditor(s). The results could be further relayed to other auditors.
Each auditor processes measurement results reported from related administrative domains and generates
a signed auditing summary (information to be disseminated to public). If a dispute among administrative
domains happens, the auditor signs measurement results reported from each administrative domain and
sends them to designated arbitrators— authorized entities that archive and resolve disputes.
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Figure 4: Structure of the Network Auditing Information Platform

The main design considerations of this information feed-in system include: What is the appropriate
scheme to assign auditors to administrative domains? How do auditors collaborate with each other and
how do they inject data to the quasi real time DAD system? How to generate auditing summary sufficiently
useful for public but at the same time retain service providers’ privacy? What kind of information (or
events) is mandatory to report to the auditor and how to enforce this? To answer these questions, we will
focus on the auditing information of administrative-domain-level packet loss and delay (assuming they are
defined and measured in a way described in [11]) as a research starting point.

4.3 Semantics Aware Network Prototype

Adding a semantics aware property to the Internet architecture is a fundamental principle of our frame-
work. We will follow our proposed new network layer model (Section 3.1) to perform in depth research on
implementing this semantics aware property.

4.3.1 Invariant Primitives And Bidirectional Adaptation

Our research here will focus on an in-depth exploration for the invariant, network-I primitives. The main
questions we will study include: (i) What are these generally applicable network-I primitives which can
cover most network layer functionalities needed ? (ii) Are these primitives abstract enough such that they
are immutable in the long run? (iii) How can we adapt these primitives upward to concrete protocols
that serve diversified application level services and semantics? (iv) How can we make these primitives
compatible to all possible underlying routing architectures? (Regardless of whether a routing architecture
is in the traditional end-to-end mode or in a cache and forward style [56], forwarding via single- or multi-
path, via reliable or lossy channels, requiring timely transfer or not, etc.) (v) How can we adapt these
primitives downward to each specific routing architecture?
For the upward and downward adaptation, we will focus on two kinds of redirection methods at net-

work edges, as described in Figure 5(a). For the upward adaptation, we will explore how to redirect the
network layer metadata to appropriate semantics processing infrastructures (e.g., a data-object-based au-
thentication system). For the downward adaptation, we will study how to redirect user traffic to an appro-
priate underlying routing architecture according to semantics encoded in the metadata. We will evaluate
both kinds of redirection methods in terms of efficiency and scalability.

4.3.2 Network Layer Metadata Prototype

The network layer metadata is a crucial element for the semantics aware property in our framework. They
are typically out-of-band control information for user service sessions and they carry semantics informa-
tion being processed at network devices, especially at network edges. Our research here will focus on
implementing a prototype of the network layer metadata and the network layer functionalities surround-
ing the metadata. As shown in Figure 5(a), the metadata encode semantics information from applications
at endpoints, being processed at edge routers. Edge routers redirect the metadata to appropriate semantics
processing infrastructures if necessary. After the metadata gets processed, states are established for asso-
ciated sessions. Edge routers store the states and redirect user traffic of associated sessions to appropriate
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Figure 5: Semantics Aware Network Prototype

underlying routing architectures according to the states. Edge routers and semantics processing infrastruc-
tures can also exploit the metadata to pass control information to routing architectures.
The main design consideration include: (i) What is the general format of the metadata exchanged be-

tween endpoints and edge routers? What is the general format of the metadata sent from edge routers and
semantics processing infrastructures to routing architectures? (ii) How to make the above formats common
and compact (i.e., globally understandable by network devices, capable of being efficiently processed)? (iii)
How to process the metadata at edge routers and semantics processing infrastructures? (iv) How to amor-
tize the metadata’s processing overhead across an entire service session? (v) How to evolve the metadata
(both the format and processing methods) without compromising the common and compact property?

4.3.3 Case Study

We will exploit a specific service context to help us understand and evaluate subtleties of the prototype
design. This service context is a generalized data-object-based authentication service for data delivery, as shown
in Figure 5(b). The data delivery can be either in client-server mode, in P2P file sharing mode, or in form
of an email attachment, etc. The distinct semantics information carried in the metadata here is the data
identity (Section 3.2) for the object to be delivered. Edge routers redirect the metadata to a special semantics
processing infrastructure— a data identity authentication architecture. This architecture authenticates each
data identity in terms of copyright and immunity information. If the authentication is successful, the edge
routers will redirect associated data delivery traffic to an appropriate routing architecture according to
other semantics information. We will describe this specific service in more detail in Section 5.3.

4.4 Unified Incentive System

In our proposed framework, the unified incentive system (UIS), designed to bring all Internet services
together, is a fundamental administration plane’s service that addresses incentives for individual users.

4.4.1 Introducing Two Incentive Elements

We will design and prototype a basic version of the UIS by introducing two incentive elements: (i) Reward
point, which is modeled off of diversified forms of credit points used by businesses that can be redeemed
for gifts or money. (ii) Compliance & contribution score, which is modeled off of the credit score in the credit
card system. This score quantifies the extent to which a user complies with standards and contributes to
public. A user can benefit from a high score and can suffer from a low score. For example, if her compliance
& contribution score is too low, she might be blocked from accessing the Internet.
Our research will focus on developing a common interface provided by a single trusted third party

for manipulating these two incentive elements. The main design considerations include: (i) What are the
proper data formats and components of the reward point and the compliance & contribution score? (ii)
For each of these incentive elements, what are the basic data manipulation operations we should provide
to support possible uses? (iii) How to exploit the DAD infrastructure to build this interface? (iv) How
to ensure the fairness and integrity for updates of the two incentive elements? (v) How to adapt ideas of
financial transactions to implement manipulations for reward points? (vi) How to make the “writing” of
compliance & contribution score scalable given that a large number of authorized entities can update it?
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4.4.2 Updating and Auditing Compliance & Contribution Score

An authorized entity (e.g., a business) can update a user’s compliance & contribution score according to re-
lated standards. The standards provide concrete definitions for “compliance” and “contribution” behavior
of users in the related context. The standards also quantitatively define how to update a user’s compliance
& contribution score according to her behavior. To facilitate this, the common interface of the UIS will
not let an authorized entity to directly modify a user’s compliance & contribution score. Instead, it lets
the entity describes the nature (compliance, violation, or contribution) of a user’s behavior by indicating
the corresponding standard item. The interface then updates the user’s compliance & contribution score
according to the description and the standard. Each update event will be logged for auditing purpose. In
addition, users will be informed of such events if necessary to help guarantee the integrity of updates. Main
design considerations for the above mechanism are: (i) How to easily and smoothly add new standards to
this common interface of the UIS? (ii) How to support the tests of new standards?

5 Evaluation

5.1 Theoretic Evaluation

An important part of our work is to evaluate our design theories in depth. We will compare our theories
and actual design with related work across computer science, economics, sociology, and law. The goal is
to show in detail how our solutions can satisfy or reconcile with related design criteria, how our systems
can potentially solve currently unsolvable problems across technical, economic, and social domains. Here
is a list of the main design criteria and questions we will evaluate: How to (i) enable a global access control
to service traffic without compromising user privacy, data confidentiality, diversity of routing choices, and
scalability; (ii) facilitate network management, measurement, and fault diagnosis by correlating different
layers and diversified devices across the network in an efficient way; (iii) evolve the Internet architecture
through incremental deployment and end-user-chosen service evolution (a.k.a. bottom-up control); (iv)
promote multi-stakeholder engagement processes of decision making and learning to help the Internet
development; (v) introduce government involvement and have government play the correct role in the
Internet development; (vi) reach a balance between controllability and neutrality, such that no specific
interest group can control the Internet in a strategic way; (vii) foster a solution to currently unsolvable
conflicts between creativity and copyright laws?

5.2 Performance Evaluation

Using a single trusted third party significantly facilitates system design for controllability. In addition,
it serves as an effective basis to foster global trusts, which is essential for sustainable solutions. However,
it brings about performance concerns on system scalability. We therefore will evaluate performance of
our systems by focusing on their scalability. Meanwhile, we will also evaluate major performance benefits
resulting from the single autonomous system nature (e.g., multicast-like forwarding can be effectively ex-
ploited for the administration plane). To this end, we will build prototype implementations of proposed
systems in the Emulab [1] and on the PlanetLab [3]. For those systems and protocols that can be directly
applied to the current Internet, we will particularly focus on evaluating their prototype implementations,
with a goal of developing ready-to-use solutions that can benefit the current Internet. Such systems and
protocols include: the DAD infrastructure, solution of user identity, identity authentication protocols, the
real name system interface, the compliance & contribution score and its manipulation interface, solution of
data identity, and data-object-based authentication protocols.

5.3 Service-Driven Evaluation

Integral Evaluation. We will evaluate the proposed systems as a whole by considering a specific service
scenario — a generalized data-object-based authentication service for data delivery— as depicted in Figure 5(b).
We select this service because it puts together most of our proposed systems. The key part of this system is a
specific semantics aware network which can provide comprehensive control for data delivery service based
on data identity and other semantics. Meanwhile, since this network assumes the existence of a access-
by-request mechanism, it necessarily relies on the identity authentication architecture that we propose. In
addition, it also closely relates to the unified incentive system, withwhich users can be effectivelymotivated
to comply with standards of this service and cooperate with auditing.
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Copyright Protection Service. We will design the data-object-based authentication service to provide ef-
fective solutions to (i) copyright protection and (ii) immunity (i.e., to counter virus, malware, spam, etc). It
accomplishes this by enforcing data identity authentication globally at the network level for all data deliv-
ery services (e.g., in the client-server mode, the P2P file sharing mode, or in form of an email attachment,
etc). We will in particular focus on the solution to copyright protection in this service. This is because: (i) A
practical solution to copyright protection is especially meaningful for the Internet development. (ii) Our so-
lution to copyright protection is a typical case that is required to leverage identity, standards, incentives, and
auditing in synergy, hence a representative implementation example of our entire framework. Therefore,
showing the effectiveness of this solution to a large extent will prove the effectiveness of our framework.
Here we highlights our solution to copyright protection in this data-object-based authentication service:

• We set a standard for data delivery services: The source endpoint must provide the data identity in the
metadata for the data object that it wants to send during the session setup phase; both endpoints are
required to verify the consistency between the data identity and the actual data object; if inconsistent,
the source endpoint should not deliver the object, and the destination endpoint should drop it.

• The source edge router redirects metadata (which encodes the data identity and user information) to
the data identity authentication architecture, which performs authentication by checking: (i) whether
the session associates with a valid copyright authorization, e.g., whether the destination user owns an
authorization for downloading or whether the source user owns an authorization for distributing the
object; (ii) whether the data identitymaps to a known copyright infringing object, e.g., a “cracked” software.

• The data identity encodes the identity of the user (resolvable by the identity authority) who created the
data object. Therefore, it poses a threat to anyone who wants to generate copyright infringing objects,
because she must use her own user identity to generate the data identity.

• Warnings or penalties for violations of standards can be effectively applied via the unified incentive
system. Compliance with standards will be honored also via the unified incentive system. Both the
compliance and violations are detected and verified via auditing.

6 Related Work

Our identity-based-capability solution learns from related work on capabilities (e.g., [10, 35, 51, 55]) and
host identity & address schemes (e.g., [8, 29,38,44,50]). Unlike other capability solutions, our solution does
not rely on any routing level (or link level) assumptions. It works totally independent of routing, thereby
allowing maximum flexibility for routing architectures and address schemes. Our solution adopts perma-
nent identity instead of using temporary ones as most host identity schemes do. In addition, our solution
ties all services together with a unified identity. These two distinct features make our identity solution not
only work well for capability, but also capable of serving as an effective threat against misbehavior.
Our research about controllability refers to a wide range of related work. The game theory based behav-

ioral study and solutions (e.g., [7, 33, 34, 41]) provide us experiences on developing solutions to behavior
of service providers and the public. Related work on centralized administration (e.g., [19, 20, 53]) provides
us experiences on designing the administration plane that we propose. Still, our solution is in the context
of a nationwide network instead of an enterprise network, and in the context of using government as a
single trusted third party for administration. To address scalability of the administration plane, we will
adapt proper ideas of related work on scalable online information processing (e.g., [18, 23, 36, 39, 45]). Re-
lated work on reputation systems (e.g., [5, 22, 52]), incentives (e.g., [25, 28, 42, 47, 49]), information privacy
and trust (e.g., [2, 15, 24]), auditing (e.g., [11, 27, 40, 43]), future Internet architectures (e.g., [16, 37, 48]), rout-
ing schemes (e.g., [6, 9, 46, 56, 57]), cryptographic tools (e.g., [17, 21]), and network management and fault
diagnosis (e.g., [12, 14, 30]), provides us ideas on designing the incentives and auditing leverage points of
our framework. Contrary to such approaches, which are targeted to specific services, we are designing
infrastructures that support incentives and auditing in a more generalized way. Finally, our research also
integrates ideas and principles from economics, sociology and law, e.g., [26, 31, 32].

7 Plan of Work

Table 6 outlines the timeline of our research agenda.
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Proposed Research Tasks Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

T1. Distributed Announcement Database Centric Infrastructure (Sec. 4.1)

T4. Unified Incentive System Fundamental (Sec. 4.4)

T2. Network Auditing Information Platform (Sec. 4.2)

T3. Semantics Aware Network Prototype (Sec. 4.3)

1. Analyze possible uses of the DAD and evaluate candidate structural models (Sec. 4.1.1)

2. Design a basic version of DAD (Sec. 4.1.1)

3. Design and evaluate a scalable identity authentication architecture (Sec. 4.1.2)

4. Design and prototype a common interface for real name systems (Sec. 4.1.3)

11. Analyze possible uses of the unified incentive system and generate concrete models (Sec. 4.4.1)

12. Design and prototype the reward point and its manipulation interface (Sec. 4.4.1)

13. Design and evaluate a scalable “writing” extension of the DAD (Sec. 4.4.1)

14. Design and prototype the compliance & contribution score and its manipulation interface (Sec. 4.4.1, 4.4.2)

8. Analyze possible services, build models, define invariant primitives (Sec. 4.3.1)

9. Design network layer metadata and related processing interfaces (Sec. 4.3.2)

10. Design and prototype a generalized data-object-based authentication service for data delivery (Sec. 5.3)

5. Analyze possible uses of the platform and define detailed design guidelines (Sec. 4.2)

6. Design and evaluate a quasi real time extension of the DAD for network auditing information (Sec. 4.2.1)

7. Design and evaluate an information feed-in system for the platform. (Sec. 4.2.2)

Figure 6: Project Timeline

8 Impact

Our research will bring about two innovative insights on fundamental design guidelines of the future
Internet. First, basic principles and experience in SusEco (i.e., the traditional sustainable development)
can help a lot for the design of the future Internet. In particular, a central guideline of SusEco on the
correct role of government in sustainable development can be directly applied to the SusInet context to
address businesses’ incentives to conduct sustainable practices. This guideline can also be adapted to a
unified incentive system that we propose such that it can directly address incentives for individual users
as well. Second, we will expose the feasibility to exploit technical means of the Internet to foster non-
technical solutions (that demand change in human values or ideas of morality), which are keys to problems
unsolvable nowadays. Our research will explore in depth how we can achieve this by leveraging the four
crucial elements (identity, standards, incentives, and auditing) in synergy. The impact of this part will go far
beyond the Internet development area, contributing to the entire economic and social development.
Our research on the four proposed core systems will expose great feasibility and provide valuable ex-

perience on building scalable wide-area administrative infrastructures using a single trusted third party.
We will provide experience on how to achieve comprehensive controllability without compromising high
scalability, user privacy, data confidentiality, diversity of routing choices, and its balance with neutrality.
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